Talent Consultancy - Case Study

Executive Summary
As a growing marketing agency, Articulate Marketing approached us to help with a
staff recruitment project.
HR Revolution's talent consultancy service provided an ideal solution working with
them to build a tailored plan of action to ensure their hiring objectives were met.

How Our Services Helped
Why did you use HR Revolution to help you with your recruitment needs?
We were already working with HR Revolution on some other HR projects, including an
update to our HR policies and other strategic work aimed at getting our Investors In People
certification, so it just made sense when we had a recruitment need that we spoke to the HR
Revolution team to do this work too.

How many positions were you looking to recruit for?
Initially we were looking to fill two junior marketer roles and one sales consultant role. In
the end we had five amazing candidates for the roles, so we hired all of them!

What are the main benefits of this type of recruitment model & why did this
work for you?
The big challenge for us was that we had more than 800 applications for three vacancies. It
was just overwhelming for a small company with (then) 18 staff. We needed help to turn our
long list into a manageable shortlist.
Outsourcing initial screening calls to HR Revolution allows us to reduce the cost of time during
a recruitment round. It means that our busy marketers and consultants only get to interview
people who meet certain basic criteria. It also means we can push more people into that first
stage without worrying too much that it was going to overwhelm the team with interviews.
Lastly, having a seasoned HR professional do the initial screening calls brings some
judgement and experience to the recommendations which we found useful when reviewing
the notes.

Can you describe how you worked alongside the team at HR Revolution and how they
helped meet your recruitment objectives?
The team at HR Revolution were fantastic.
They worked with us to define the scope of the screening calls. They got to grips with our
candidate management software so we just had to make a candidate as ready for a
screening interview and they would take it from there.
Their notes were valuable and we came to trust their recommendations. It certainly helped
us find better candidates.
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